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10 Teaching

Strategies That
Help Students
with ADHD
Never underestimate the effectiveness of a teacher
who recognizes and harnesses the power of structure,
communication, and interactive learning!
By Chris Zeigler Dendy, M.S., Melinda Boring, and
Karen Sunderhaft
Next to parents, teachers are the most influential people in a student’s life.
Teachers often dictate the success or failure of a child’s education — particularly if that child has ADHD or a learning disability. And the most impactful teachers are those who tailor their teaching strategies to help kids
who learn differently — establishing clear expectations, offering enticing
rewards, and enforcing fair consequences when necessary.

Dear Teacher...
Find out what every child
with ADHD wishes his
teacher understood at
http://additu.de/gl

“Children are like a puzzle when it comes to learning,” says Ann Saunders,
a kindergarten teacher at Virginia Cross Elementary School in Siler City,
North Carolina. “It’s my job as a teacher to find out what pieces work well
and how to make them fit together. If I give up when it gets tough, I won’t
find the solution that works best for each student.”
With lessons to plan, new skills to teach, and more testing every day, many
teachers are already pushed to the limit. Carving out time to craft individualized learning solutions is not easy. Which is why we’re sharing the following guidelines for establishing a supportive, structured classroom that
will encourage learning and enforce discipline. And the best part? Even
though these tips are designed for kids with ADHD or LD, they’ll benefit
neurotypical students, too — meaning more students will learn and your
classroom will run smoother each and every day!
from the editors of
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1. Post Class Rules
With input from students, establish short, simple classroom rules. State them
in positive terms that convey what you want students to do. For example,
instead of saying: “No loud talking when you enter class,” say, “Come in,
check the assignments on the board, and start working quietly.”
Define each rule as clearly as possible: What does it mean to “Use materials
appropriately?” Discuss the consequences for each broken rule. When you’re
done devising the rules, have each student sign a “contract” that is posted
prominently.

2. Make Classroom Routines
Children with ADHD thrive on variety, but take comfort in routine. Setting
up a general daily pattern — even if you diverge from it occasionally from
it from time to time — will help all students stay on task. Write the day’s
schedule on the blackboard, and erase items as they are completed. Alert the
class in advance of revisions, whenever possible.

Rules that Work
Find more tips on
setting up appropriate
classroom rules at
http://additu.de/gn

Routines for all students can include: homework written on the board
each day, “row captains” confirming that assignments are written down,
and completed work turned in at the same time and place. Students with
ADHD can check in with the classroom aide at a designated time at the end
of the day to make sure they understand homework assignment and what’s
required of them.

3. Give Appropriate Supervision
Children with ADHD require extra supervision because of their delayed
maturity, forgetfulness, distractibility, and disorganization. Help these
students by pairing them with more mature classmates who can remind
them of assignments, using student partners to team up on projects, and
involving classroom aides as much as possible.
Everyone’s thoughts wander now and then, but keep your eye on students
with ADHD to ensure they don’t drift too far from the lesson. Once their
focus is lost, you’ll spend energy reeling them back in, taking away time from
teaching. Alerting strategies, such as saying a student’s name, changing the
volume or pitch of your voice, or doing something unexpected, like bouncing
a rubber ball off the wall, will redirect attention back to you quickly.

4. Reduce Potential Distractions
Students with focus problems should sit near the source of instruction — or
you should stand near the student when giving instructions — in order to
reduce barriers between her and the lesson. Always seat this student in a
low-distraction work area near positive role models.
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When giving specific directions to a student with ADHD, always establish
eye contact. You may need to pause in your sentence until the student’s eyes
meet yours.

5. Prepare for Transitions
Remind students what is coming next (next class, recess, time for a different
book, etc.). At the end of the day, check the book bags of students with
ADHD to make sure they have the necessary items needed for homework.
For special events like field trips or other activities, give plenty of advance
notice and reminders.
If one or more children are prone to meltdowns after abrupt transitions, you
may need to give several warnings — ten minutes before an activity wraps
up, then five minutes before, then two. Make sure every child attends to you
each time, so no one feels blindsided later.

6. Allow for Movement
Allow students to move around throughout the day by blocking out specific
times for physical activity. Karen Sunderhaft, a teacher who focuses on
students with ADHD, starts each day with 20 minutes of T’ai Chi. After a
tough math lesson, her kids head back outside for a quick P.E. class. When
they return for afternoon literature, they’re ready to sit still and focus. Recess
is perhaps the most powerful tool for promoting focus in ADHD children,
so don’t use it as a time to make-up missed schoolwork — and never take
away recess as a punishment!

Right to Recess
Learn why kids with
ADHD should never
lose time to play at
http://additu.de/nf

Throughout the day, provide opportunities for physical action — allowing
different students to run notes to the office or deliver materials to another
classroom, for example. If this is not practical, then permit particularly
fidgety students to play with small objects kept in their desks, such as a
soft squeeze ball. Other children may benefit from using standing desks or
exercise balls instead of chairs.

7. Provide Frequent, Positive Feedback
Students with ADHD need extra encouragement, but usually receive less.
When you see a student with ADHD doing something correctly, let him
know that you notice and encourage him to keep going. Tell his parents
when he has done well, so he can hear you say something positive about him.
Students with ADHD respond best to immediate feedback. Use positive
words and tone — try, “You’re doing a great job” or “Now you’ve got it.” If
a student’s answer is incorrect, say, “Let’s talk this through” or “Does that
sound right to you?” It’s better to ask questions than to reprimand.
Discipline, when it’s necessary, should be immediate, short, and swift.
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Delayed consequences, such as detention, don’t work for those with difficulty
anticipating future outcomes. Consequences must be instantaneous: If he
pushes another child on the playground, recess is suspended for 10 minutes.

8. Prepare Visual Reminders
Students with ADHD respond well to visual cues and examples; they do best
when auditory and visual information is presented together. When your
students receive instructions, show them what you want by doing it yourself,
or have a peer demonstrate what to do. For instance, demonstrate a skill like
essay writing on an overhead projector or on the board. That way, even if
the student missed part of what you said, he may succeed by watching you
demonstrate.
During independent work, leave key instructions or examples visible on the
board. Post important concepts the children will use again and again on
brightly colored poster board around the room.
Visual cues are necessary for behavioral instructions, too. Make a zipping
motion with your hands when telling him to zip up his jacket. Point to the
object you want him to retrieve. Use a laser pointer every once in a while to
direct his gaze where he needs to look and focus.

9. Increase Active Class Participation
Kids are more engaged when they can take active part in a lesson, so
ask students to write their answers on dry-erase white boards, to answer
questions in unison (choral response), or to give a thumbs up or down if
the answer to the question is yes or no. When giving verbal directions, ask
three students from different parts of the room to repeat the assignment.
This method gives the student with ADHD more than one opportunity to
“tune in” to the directions.

School Behavior Tips
Learn how you can
help your child
manage impulsivity at
http://additu.de/ni

10. Encourage Hands-On Learning
Have students write and act out a play, record an assignment on videotape,
or build a model. “For our unit on China, the students are researching
Chinese geography, designing blueprints, and working in groups to build
relief maps,” Sunderhaft says. “This approach encourages independence and
engages students’ problem-solving skills.”
The important thing is to let children uncover information for themselves.
If they discover the joy in learning at an early age, they’ll be lifelong learners
— and really, that’s every teacher’s goal, isn’t it?
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The ADHD Parent-Teacher Handbook
Forge a partnership with your child’s teacher by sharing these practical
learning solutions for home and the classroom.

Kids with ADHD may forget to write down assignments or drift off during
lectures, but that doesn’t mean they don’t want to learn. Parents and teachers alike may struggle to manage these challenges on occasion, but one
thing is clear: When everyone works together to provide support, children
with ADHD benefit.

FREE ADDitude
Downloadable
Booklets
40 Winning
Accommodations for
ADHD/LD Children

Use these proven
accommodations to help your
child overcome academic
challenges.

Does Your Child Have a
Learning Disability?

>> Learn more about this special report: http://additu.de/pth

Use this self-test to find out if your
child’s problems at school may be
due to LD.

The Complete IEP/504 Guide

10 Solutions for Disorganization at School

A step-by-step roadmap for securing services and accommodations for
your child with ADHD or LD.

If you’ve watched your child struggle in school, you know how important it
is to get him the help he needs. Unfortunately, when it comes to accommodations, most parents aren’t sure where to even start. In this comprehensive
step-by-step guide, we outline how to pursue an evaluation, which plan is
best for your child’s needs, and how to secure accommodations that work,
suggested by educators and parents who’ve been there.

Use these tips to get lockers,
backpacks, and desks under
control.

Letter to Your Child’s
Teacher

Sample letters to craft the perfect
back-to-school introduction.

>> Learn More About This Special Report: http://additu.de/iep-504-ebook

20 Secrets to a Smarter
Summer

The ADHD Parent-Teacher Handbook

18 Writing Tricks for ADHD
Students

Forge a partnership with your child’s teacher by sharing these practical
learning solutions for home and the classroom.

Kids with ADHD may forget to write down assignments or drift off during
lectures, but that doesn’t mean they don’t want to learn. Parents and teachers alike may struggle to manage these challenges on occasion, but one
thing is clear: When everyone works together to provide support, children
with ADHD benefit.
>> Learn more about this special report: http://additu.de/pth

To purchase these or other ADDitude Special Reports, go to
www.adhdreports.com
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Don’t let your child get in a summer slump.

Use these strategies to help your
child put her ideas on paper.

Find these and many
more free ADHD
resources online at:
http://additu.de/
freedownloads

FREE ADHD Webinar Replays
from ADDitude:
Your Legal Rights at School
>> http://additu.de/legal
You know your child has a right to accommodations at school, but understanding exactly what those accommodations are? That’s another story. In
this expert webinar, Matt Cohen, Esq., interprets the “legal speak” and explains what evaluations, testing, and accommodations your child is entitled
to by law.

How Stress Impacts Learning and Behavior
>> http://additu.de/stress

FREE ADHD
Newsletters from
ADDitude
Sign up to receive critical news and information
about ADHD diagnosis and
treatment, plus strategies
for school, parenting, and
living better with ADHD:
http://additu.de/email

Adult ADHD and LD (weekly)
Expert advice on managing your
household, time, money, career,
and relationships

In today’s high-pressure school environment, kids with ADHD or LD can
become overwhelmed by stress. In this audio and slide presentation, hosted
by Jerome J. Schultz, Ph.D., find out how school stress impacts your child’s
brain — and what you can do about it. Get the tools you need to help your
child manage academic stress so their brain has room to grow and learn!

Parenting ADHD and LD
Children (weekly)

ADHD and Gifted? Helping Twice-Exceptional Kids
Succeed

ADHD and LD at School
(bimonthly; weekly from
August through October)

>> http://additu.de/2e-kids
When special needs children are also gifted, it takes the help of a strong
advocate to put them on the path to success. In this presentation, hosted
by Diane M. Kennedy and Rebecca Banks-Cull, learn how to navigate the
complicated 2E maze of ADHD, learning disabilities, and giftedness to
pave the way for your child’s bright future.

Raising a Child with Special Needs
>>http://additu.de/special-needs
The self-proclaimed “imperfect” mother-daughter duo Gina and Katie
Gallagher host an extra special audio and slide presentation about raising
children with special needs. Not only will you hear from the mom who’s
been there, done that, and written the book on special needs, but you’ll also
hear, first-hand, what it’s like to grow up, and succeed, with special needs.

Emotions in ADHD Teens
>> http://additu.de/teens
Dealing with an emotionally volatile teen? It could be her ADHD. Thomas
E. Brown, Ph.D., offers strategies for maintaining emotional control, as well
as advice for teaching teens to find emotional balance.
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Strategies and support for parents on behavior and discipline,
time management, disorganization, and making friends.

How to get classroom accommodations, finish homework,
work with teachers, find the right
schools, and much more.

Treating ADHD (weekly)

Treatment options for attention
deficit including medications,
food, supplements, brain training,
mindfulness and other alternative
therapies.

